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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. 100 mW
B. 400 mW
C. 40 mW
D. 4 mW
E. 1000 mW
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
An additional email address was added to the Veritas Cluster Server notifier resource without
any other actions being taken. All but one user is receiving notifications. How can this problem
be solved?
A. restart the HAD daemon
B. restart the notifier resource
C. refresh the mailbox of the impacted user
D. restart the SNMP daemon
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer is using an HUS VM storage system with clustered servers in an active/passive
relationship. What must be done in Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager (HDLM) to ensure that the
status of inactive paths on both passive and active nodes is monitored regularly?
A. Switch on Auto Failback.
B. Set up Intermittent Error Monitoring.
C. Set the reservation level to 2.
D. Switch on Path Health Check.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A customer has an existing mainframe environment with a DS8870 attached.
This frame is only partially populated. The customer is attaching existing IBM POWER servers

that require a three-tier storage solution including SSDs. Electrical power is not readily
available. Price is also a keycriterionin making the decision.
Which addition to the existing system should beproposedto this customer?
A. Add IBM Spectrum Scale in front of the DS8870 along with additional disks in the DS8870.
B. Add disks to the DS8870.
C. Add IBM SAN Volume Controller along with IBM FlashSystem and Storwize V7000.
D. Add a Storwize V7000 in a new rack.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/sg248085.html?Open
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